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IS THERE SCIENTIFIC 
PROOF THAT NOAH’S FLOOD HAPPENED? 
CAN WE KNOW THAT THE BIBLE IS RIGHT, 
and evolutionists and atheists are wrong? The 
answer is definitely, “Yes.” In June, I had the oppor-
tunity to travel to eastern Wyoming with a Creation 
geologist/paleontologist (Dr. Kurt Wise) for several 
days to study the Lance formation—several lay-
ers of rock in the geologic column that creationists 
believe were the last layers laid down in the Flood. 
Many dinosaur fossils have been found in the Lance, 
especially Edmontosaurus, Triceratops, and Tyranno-
saurus. I was able to witness the excavation (digging 
up) of several Edmontosaurus fossils, and even two 
Triceratops skulls! 

The main goal of our trip was to figure out where 
the dinosaur fossils in that area fit into the Lance for-
mation. No one has been able to figure out exactly 
how thick the whole formation is, how many layers 
of each kind of dirt/rock are in it, or how thick each 
of those layers are. In fact, no one is sure whether 
or not any single layer within the Lance actually 
spreads out across the whole area, but has simply 
been worn away by water and 
wind over the years in certain 
places, separating the layers like 
canyons. Instead, the layers of 
sandstone and shale (the rock 
layers found in the Lance) that 
are found throughout the area 
could be separate little “lakes” 
of dirt layers that did not origi-
nally connect with each other. 
Without that information, no 
one can know if the dinosaur 
fossils are at the very top of 

Wyoming
the formation, middle, bottom, or somewhere in 
between. While we were able to map out several 
layers within the Lance formation (about 250 feet 
worth of thickness) and show that the layers do in 
fact connect with each other, it will likely take a few 
more trips to completely finish the job.

Flood Evidence from

JEFF MILLER

While explor-
ing that 250 feet 
of the Lance 

formation, we found some amazing evidence for 
the Flood. First, we found a bed of fossilized clams. 
Clams are known to open their shells when they die, 
if they die in the usual, natural way. However, several 
of these clams had clearly been buried and killed 
rapidly in a way that kept their shells from opening 
when they died. This is proof of a catastrophic (cat-
us-TROF-ik) burial, like what we would predict from 
the Flood, rather than a slow, uniform burial like 
evolution would predict.

The most exciting evidences for the 
Flood that we found were seven, sepa-
rate, special layers within the Lance 
formation called seismites (SIZE-mites), 
and more will probably be found in the 
future. Seismites form when an earth-
quake vibrates a layer of sediment (like 
sand) that is covered with water—kind 
of like the soggy sand that is under water 
along a shoreline. When an earthquake 
happens, it shakes the soggy sand, and 
the water within it tries to escape from the sand, 
like magma from a volcano. If the sand were to dry 
out after the earthquake and turn to stone (lithify), 
then you cut the sandstone in two and looked at the 
inside layers, you would see squiggly lines that look 
like volcanoes, where the water had tried to get out 
as the sand was shaken. These are called fluid avul-
sion (uh-VUL-shun) structures, and they are usually 
only a few centimeters thick today. The seismites we 
found in Wyoming, however, were several meters 

thick, rather than a few centimeters thick. This 
means that (1) the whole area was once covered 
with a lot of water (enough to make several meters 
of sand soggy); and (2) several major earthquakes 
happened—at least seven earthquakes so huge that 
no human has ever experienced them (except Noah 
and his family, who were probably still in the Ark 
floating on the water). This is proof of catastrophism 
like would be predicted from the Flood, not unifor-
mitarianism like evolution would predict.

Many evolutionists believe a meteor struck the 
Earth over 60 million years ago and caused the dino-

saurs to go extinct. They would point to a 
seismite as proof of the earthquake from 
the impact, and point to the Chicxulub 
crater off the coast of Mexico as proof of 
the meteor. That prediction, however, does 
not fit the facts. Where is the evidence of 
multiple massive meteors hitting Earth, 
creating each of the seismite layers? No 
such craters exist. In truth, by claiming that 
a meteor caused such a worldwide effect, 
evolutionists have admitted what creation-
ists have long 

believed: that uniformitarian-
ism alone cannot explain the 
evidence. A global catas-
trophe seriously affected 
the Earth in the past. While 
meteors certainly could have 
played a role, a global Flood 
no doubt played a larger 
role, and it helps explain the 
evidence.

FOSSILIZED TRICERATOPS 
SKULL (UPSIDE DOWN) 

BEING EXCAVATED  
IN THE LANCE

FOSSILIZED CLAM BED

MASSIVE FLUID AVULSION STRUCTURES 
IN LANCE SEISMITE LAYER

SEISMITE

EARTHQUAKE 
AFTERMATH

ARTWORK BY  
LEWIS LAVOIE
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What Do 
Creation 
GeoloGists 
Do? JEFF MILLER

SADLY, MANY PEOPLE 
THROUGH THE CENTURIES HAVE NOT 
BELIEVED IN NOAH’S FLOOD. SINCE PEOPLE 
lived much longer lives before the Flood (hundreds 
of years, Genesis 5), it is easy to imagine that there 
could have been millions of people on the planet 
when Noah tried to convince them about the truth 
of the Flood, and yet no one believed him except his 
family. How wrong those disbelievers were! 

Today it is similar; people who believe in the 
global Flood of Genesis 6-9 are far outnumbered 
by those who do not. That means there are more 
scientists studying the Earth who incorrectly inter-
pret what they find, because they are working from 
the wrong starting point, since they do not believe 
in Creation and the Flood. These events would have 
affected the Earth and the results of geologic study 
in a major way. 

We need more scientists who believe what the 
Bible says, and who will study the Earth from that 
viewpoint and defend the truth of the Bible: geolo-
gists, astronomers, physicists, biologists, paleontolo-
gists, zoologists, engineers, 
chemists, thermal scientists, 
doctors, and others. Have 
you thought about becom-
ing a Creation scientist? We 
especially need Creation 
geologists and paleontolo-
gists. What do they do?

CREATION GEOLOGISTS
On my recent trip to Wyoming, I was able to work with a Creation geol-

ogist firsthand. In order to study the layers of a rock formation known as 
the Lance formation, we needed to find places in the Lance area where 
the rock layers could be seen. That usually happens in creek and river 
canyons, and so we wanted to walk down Lance Creek and the other 
area creeks. The creeks, however, went through several ranchers’ lands. 
So we went to the courthouse and studied maps to find out whose prop-
erties we would need to cross, got their addresses, and went to ask them 
permission to walk across their lands. 

After that, we were able to study special geologic maps that show where 
the hills and valleys in the area were to get a better idea of where we 
might be able to see rock layers. We then spent several days walking along 
creeks and up and down canyons (avoiding snakes, prickly pears, Yucca 
plants, cows, sheep, pronghorns, jackrabbits, prairie dogs, deer, and sliding 
off cliffs), looking at the different layers, measuring their thicknesses, using 
GPS to track where we were on the geologic maps, studying the overall tilt 
of the land across the whole area, and jotting down notes in a field journal 

about what we were seeing. If we saw anything that stood out as important (like a seismite), we would make 
careful notes about it. We would also take pictures to document what we saw. At night, Dr. Wise would piece all 
of the information together from the canyons we hiked to see how the features of the whole area fit together. 
From that, we were able to map the layers of the Lance across several miles.

CREATION PALEONTOLOGISTS

While geologists study the Earth, paleontologists study ancient life, usually 
in the form of fossils. Paleontologists have to be both geologists and biolo-
gists since they have to understand life, as well as the Earth and its processes. 
Dr. Wise is a paleontologist. Another Creation geologist that I was able to 
meet and learn from was Dr. Art Chadwick, one of the world’s most famous 
dinosaur fossil hunters. He has excavated over 17,000 dinosaur fossils from 
one ranch in the Lance area. How do scientists such as Dr. Chadwick dig up dinosaur bones?

First, you have to know where to look. A lot of dinosaur fossils are known to be found, for example, in the 
Cretaceous (kruh-TAY-shus) layers of the geologic column. Triceratops are often found in the Lance forma-
tion layers, which are a section of the Cretaceous layers. Unfortunately, unless you happen to live in an area 
where the Cretaceous (or Jurassic or Triassic) layers have not been eroded (washed or blown away), you 
probably will not be able to dig up a dinosaur fossil in your backyard.

Dr. Chadwick and his students carefully dig away mudstone, inch by inch, in the places they believe a dino-
saur fossil would be, using special tools, kind of like dental tools, as well as putty knives and paint brushes. 
When they find a fossil, if there are cracks or weak spots in it, they are cleaned and glued with a special glue. 
Once the dirt has been cleared away around the fossil, an expensive GPS unit is used to map where the 
bone is, as well as its shape and dimensions. The fossil is carefully described and labeled in a field notebook 
and pictures are made. Then the fossils are 
wrapped and brought to a lab, where they are 
cleaned, made stable with more glue, and any 
missing parts are restored using putty. It is 
exciting to dig up dinosaur bones and defend 
the truth of God’s Word at the same time!

WE ALMOST TRIPPED ON A BABY 
DEER HIDING IN THE TALL GRASS.

EXCAVATION OF DINOSAUR 
VERTEBRA (THOUGHT TO BE 
EDMONTOSAURUS)

DINOSAUR FOSSILS BEING EXCAVATED 
BY DR. CHADWICK

SEISMITE LAYER IN THE LANCE
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 1. ___ Many dinosaur fossils have been found in the 
Lance formation in Wyoming.

 2. ___ The seismites found in Wyoming are several  
meters thick.  

 3. ___ The Flood of Noah was a local catastrophe.
 4. ___ Creationists believe the Bible is right, since it  

is the Word of God, and they use it to make many 
testable predictions about the Universe.

 5. ___ Finding seismites in the Lance formation gives 
support for the Flood, since large seismites are 
known to form under large amounts of water.  

 6. ___ If the Flood actually happened, much of the  
Earth’s formations would have been formed 
uniformly—like evolution predicts.

 7. ___ It is impossible to be a Christian and a 
paleontologist.

 8. ___ Science and the Bible contradict each other.
 9. ___ We need more scientists who believe what the Bible 

says and who will defend the truth of the Bible.
 10. ___ Scientists who study fossils are called biologists.

1. List two things that we 
can learn from the large 
seismites in Wyoming.

2. List at least three 
things that creationists 
predict about the Earth.

ActIvIty 

PageS

Dear Digger Doug, 
Were all the continents connected at one time? 
—Will, Covington, KY 

Dear Will, 

Since I spend much of my time just beneath the Earth’s surface digging for worms, I 
would consider myself an expert in the field of geology (remember that geology is the study of the Earth). 
Although I don’t burrow too far below the surface of the Earth, I’ve smelled, touched, and tasted more 
kinds of soil than most humans ever will. I must admit, however, I cannot give you a definite answer to 
your question. No one knows for sure if the seven continents of the Earth were ever connected. However, 
geologists have found the same kinds of fossils and rocks on neighboring continents (like South America 
and Africa). Also, there does seem to be a nice fit between the continents on both sides of the Atlantic 
Ocean. If you place North America and South America on a map next to Europe and Africa, then “squeeze” 
the other continents together, it appears as if they could have fit together nicely at one time in the past. 

We cannot be sure whether the continents once fit together and then separated. But we can be certain 
that if they did drift apart, it did not take millions or billions of years like evolutionists want us to believe. 
God could have separated the continents during the Creation week only a few thousand years ago. Or, the 
land may have begun to separate rapidly during or immediately after the worldwide Flood of Noah’s day. 
The fact is, we simply don’t know.
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sandstone shale clam catastrophe seismite God

Flood geologist paleontologist

1. The kinds of rock layers 
found in the Lance forma-
tion.  ______________ and 
______________

2. Fossils of this animal were found 
in the Lance formation with their 
shells closed, which indicates a rapid death and burial.  ____________

3. If Noah's Flood actually occurred, then millions of organisms died, not normally, 
but in a major what?  ______________

4. This forms when an earthquake vibrates a layer of sediment (like sand) that is 
covered with water and then the sand turns to stone.   __________

5. Created everything in six days.   __________
6. Catastrophic event recorded in Genesis 7-8.  __________ 
7. Scientist who studies the Earth.  ______________
8. Scientist who studies ancient life, usually in the form of fossils.  

_________________

Help Dr. Jeff find 
his way across the 
Lance formation to 
the seismites.

START

END
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ANSWERS

SOLVE, FIND, AND CIRCLE:1. sandstone, shale; 2. clam; 3. catastrophe; 4. seismite; 5. God; 6. Flood; 7. geologist; 8. paleontologist. 
 TRUE OR FALSE: 1-T; 2-T; 3-F; 4-T; 5-T; 6-F; 7-F; 8-F; 9-T; 10-F. 
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ONE IMPORTANT PART OF 
A SCIENTIFIC THEORY IS THE ABILITY TO 
MAKE A PREDICTION. A PERSON SHOULD  
be able to fill in the blank in the following sentence: 
If my theory is true, then we should be able to find 
evidence of _____________, which supports that 
theory. For example, if Susie took the cookie, there will 
be crumbs around the jar. If gravity is true, then when 
I drop this apple, it will fall to the ground. Predictions 
are made, and scientific evidence is gathered that sup-
ports those theories, or rejects them.

Many non-creationist scientists accuse creationists 
of believing in theories (Creation and the Flood) that 
cannot make testable predictions, and are therefore not 
scientific or useful. That simply is not true. Creationists 
believe the Bible is right, since it is the Word of God, 

and they use it to make many testable predictions 
about the Universe around us. Creationists cor-

rectly predict the existence of the laws 
of science (Job 38:33); evidences of 

design in the Universe rather than 
randomness, since God, the 

Engineer, designed the Uni-
verse; evidences of a rela-

KYLE BUTT

Global Flood

Predictions
JEFF MILLER

tively young Earth, since the Bible tells us that it is only 
thousands of years old; and many other predictions.

On my trip to Wyoming, we gathered evidence that 
supports at least three Flood predictions. First, we 
would predict that since the Earth was once com-
pletely covered with water in the Flood, there should 
be proof of that in the Flood geologic layers. Finding 
seismites in the Lance formation gives support for that 
prediction, since large seismites are known to form 
under large amounts of water. 

Second, if the Flood happened, we know that much 
of the Earth’s formations would have been formed 
catastrophically, rather than uniformly like evolution 
predicts. Seismites, fossilized closed clam beds, and 
huge dinosaur fossil graveyards with thousands of 
bones in one small area of the Lance formation, provide 
evidence that supports that prediction.

Third, if the “fountains of the great deep” were “bro-
ken up” in the Flood in the violent way described in 
Genesis 6-9, possibly causing the continent(s) 
to break apart and move around rapidly, we 
would predict that some of the continents 
would have slammed into each other, forming 
mountain ranges (like the Rocky Mountains 
in the western U.S.) and causing enormous 
earthquakes that would have rocked entire 
continents—probably forming several seis-
mite layers. That is exactly what we find in the 
Lance formation in the western United States. 
The Flood happened. Do you believe it?
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